L2 NURSING TRAINEES IN HOSPITAL
Learning professional language in interaction

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL LANGUAGE

Professional language skills require handling multifaceted communication situations at the workplace, which is a major challenge for L2 nurses (Malthus, Holmes & Major 2005). Workplace training is a key moment for evaluating and learning professional language skills. This study examines what kind of professional language learning situations the supervised hospital encounters are for a L2 nursing trainee.

CONVERSATION ANALYSIS AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

Language learning happens in interaction when new topics and activities create new needs and afford the use of new resources, and over time, this leads to increasing fluency (Firth & Wagner 2007). New needs become visible when there is a gap of knowledge revealed and made relevant in interaction. The sharing and appropriation of new resources can be studied with conversation analysis. These moments are an opportunity for language learning, even if the participants orient to the main activity, not the language.

DATA

The data of this study consist of 2.5 hours of video-recorded supervision encounters on a hospital ward in Finland. The training is part of either nursing studies or new employee orientation.

CONCLUSIONS

The supervisor’s turns are resources for the trainee, available in interaction. There are different ways of offering and seeking for support in supervision situations. Language, practical tasks and professional knowledge are intertwined, and language learning cannot be separated from learning the practical work. The examples show how the trainee learns to perform new tasks with language. This can be considered as professional language learning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The supervisors can support professional language learning during training through:

1. Identifying needs (language awareness)
2. Giving opportunities for the trainee to rehearse in advance
3. Offering linguistic models
4. Giving opportunities to use the language in real situations and giving support if needed
5. Giving feedback and opportunities for reflection about language issues
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